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NAME taskSpawn() - spawn a taskSYNOPSISint taskSpawn(har *name, /* name of new task (stored at pStakBase) */int priority, /* priority of new task */int options, /* task option word */int stakSize, /* size (bytes) of stak needed plus name */FUNCPTR entryPt, /* entry point of new task */int arg1, /* 1st of 10 req'd task args to pass to fun */int arg2,int arg3,int arg4,int arg5,int arg6,int arg7,int arg8,int arg9,int arg10)DESCRIPTIONThis routine reates and ativates a new task with a speified priority and options and returns a system-assignedID. See taskInit() and taskAtivate() for the buildingbloks of this routine.A task may be assigned a name as a debugging aid. Thisname will appear in displays generated by various systeminformation failities suh as i(). The name may be ofarbitrary length and ontent, but the urrent VxWorks onvention is to limit task names to ten haraters and prefix them with a "t". If <name> is speified as NULL, anASCII name will be assigned to the task of the form "t<n>"where <n> is an integer whih inrements as new tasks arespawned.The only resoure alloated to a spawned task is a stakof a speified size <stakSize>, whih is alloated fromthe system memory partition. Stak size should be an eveninteger. A task ontrol blok (TCB) is arved from thestak, as well as any memory required by the task name.The remaining memory is the task's stak and every byte isfilled with the value 0xEE for the hekStak() faility.See the manual entry for hekStak() for stak-sizeheking aids.The entry address <entryPt> is the address of the "main"routine of the task. The routine will be alled one theC environment has been set up. The speified routine willbe alled with the ten given arguments. Should the speified main routine return, a all to exit() will2



automatially be made.Note that ten (and only ten) arguments must be passed forthe spawned funtion.Bits in the options argument may be set to run with thefollowing modes: exeute with floating-point oproessorsupport. inlude private environment support (seeenvLib). do not fill the stak for use by hekstak().do not allow breakpoint debugging.See the definitions in taskLib.h.RETURNSThe task ID, or ERROR if memory is insuffiient or thetask annot be reated.
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NAME taskDelay() - delay a task from exeutingSYNOPSISSTATUS taskDelay(int tiks /* number of tiks to delay task */)DESCRIPTIONThis routine auses the alling task to relinquish the CPUfor the duration speified (in tiks). This is ommonlyreferred to as manual resheduling, but it is also usefulwhen waiting for some external ondition that does nothave an interrupt assoiated with it.If the alling task reeives a signal that is not beingbloked or ignored, taskDelay() returns ERROR and sets`errno' to EINTR after the signal handler is run.RETURNSOK, or ERROR if alled from interrupt level or if thealling task reeives a signal that is not bloked orignored.
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NAME tikGet() - get the value of the kernel's tik ounterSYNOPSISULONG tikGet (void)DESCRIPTIONThis routine returns the urrent value of the tikounter. This value is set to zero at startup, inremented by tikAnnoune(), and an be hanged using tikSet().RETURNSThe most reent tikSet() value, plus all tikAnnoune()alls sine.
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NAME semCCreate() - reate and initialize a ounting semaphoreSYNOPSISSEM_ID semCCreate(int options, /* semaphore option modes */int initialCount /* initial ount */)DESCRIPTIONThis routine alloates and initializes a ountingsemaphore. The semaphore is initialized to the speifiedinitial ount.The <options> parameter speifies the queuing style forbloked tasks. Tasks may be queued on a priority basis ora first-in-first-out basis. These options are SEM_Q_PRIORITY and SEM_Q_FIFO, respetively.RETURNSThe semaphore ID, or NULL if memory annot be alloated.
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NAME semMCreate() - reate and initialize a mutual-exlusionsemaphoreSYNOPSISSEM_ID semMCreate(int options /* mutex semaphore options */)DESCRIPTIONThis routine alloates and initializes a mutual-exlusionsemaphore. The semaphore state is initialized to full.Semaphore options inlude the following: Queue pendedtasks on the basis of their priority. Queue pended taskson a first-in-first-out basis. Protet a task that ownsthe semaphore from unexpeted deletion. This optionenables an impliit taskSafe() for eah semTake(), and animpliit taskUnsafe() for eah semGive(). Protet thesystem from priority inversion. With this option, thetask owning the semaphore will exeute at the highest priority of the tasks pended on the semaphore, if it ishigher than its urrent priority. This option must beaompanied by the SEM_Q_PRIORITY queuing mode.RETURNSThe semaphore ID, or NULL if memory annot be alloated.
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NAME semGive() - give a semaphoreSYNOPSISSTATUS semGive(SEM_ID semId /* semaphore ID to give */)DESCRIPTIONThis routine performs the give operation on a speifiedsemaphore. Depending on the type of semaphore, the stateof the semaphore and of the pending tasks may be affeted.The behavior of semGive() is disussed fully in thelibrary desription of the speifi semaphore type beingused.RETURNSOK, or ERROR if the semaphore ID is invalid.
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NAME semTake() - take a semaphoreSYNOPSISSTATUS semTake(SEM_ID semId, /* semaphore ID to take */int timeout /* timeout in tiks */)DESCRIPTIONThis routine performs the take operation on a speifiedsemaphore. Depending on the type of semaphore, the stateof the semaphore and the alling task may be affeted.The behavior of semTake() is disussed fully in thelibrary desription of the speifi semaphore type beingused.A timeout in tiks may be speified. If a task times out,semTake() will return ERROR. Timeouts of WAIT_FOREVER andNO_WAIT indiate to wait indefinitely or not to wait atall.The semTake() routine is not allable from interrupt servie routines.RETURNSOK, or ERROR if the semaphore ID is invalid or the tasktimed out.
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